Multimedia Services

Bring your project or training to life through video or animation. A discounted Schneider Electric rate leaves you without the hassle of a pricey external vendor.

Let us help plan your next video project. Contact Ron Zolkower ron.zolkower@schneider-electric.com to discuss options or receive a quote.

Video recording/editing - Straightforward delivery of content with presenters.
ION7400: Demo - vimeo.com/207298025

Live Broadcast - Explain complex subjects over a longer presentation or hold a town hall meeting.
Broadcast - vimeo.com/141055700

Animation - Animations are a great way to bring complex ideas to life and tell an engaging story.
Disturbance Direction Detection - vimeo.com/117190537
Reliability Series: vimeo.com/119270630

Animation and Video - Blend both video and animation together to tell a story or explain an idea.
Meter Anatomy: Intro - vimeo.com/191648592

Customer Service - “Role Play Videos” - Designed to show a demonstration of typical scenarios that can occur and the best ways to approach them.
Role Play: vimeo.com/204570999/b272effa13

“Talk Show” - Interview-style video series featured a discussion between a host and a SME, generally high level, to give basic knowledge on a subject.
The Wye: vimeo.com/187723296

“Day in the Life” - Help to explain roles and responsibilities, or to highlight a brand-new role or function in an organization.
How We Do It: vimeo.com/105280029/a67ba2cbb4
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